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Hunger Stalks My Father’s India
Long After Starvation Banished
By Mehul Srivastava • Bloomberg News

October 23, 2012 – It was 1958, my father was still a
child, and India was running out of food.
That year’s wheat crop had slumped by 15 percent,
the rice harvest by 12 percent, and prices in the
markets were soaring. Far from his village in eastern
India, ships laden with wheat were steaming toward
the country, part of U.S. President Dwight
Eisenhower’s plan to sell surplus grains, tobacco and
dairy products to friendly countries. All India Radio
gave daily updates on the convoys, and the army
barricaded ports in Mumbai and Kolkata against the
hungry crowds.
“It was this very coarse, red wheat,” said Narsingh
Deo Mishra, a childhood friend of my father’s and
now a local politician in their home village. “We were
told it was meant for American pigs,” said Mishra,
who, like my father, grew up listening to stories about
the food shipments. “Back then, we weren’t any better
than American pigs. So we ate it. We ate it all and we
begged for more.”
That year, and the hungry ones that followed, took
their toll. At 18, my father, Dinesh, weighed about 40
kilograms – just under 90 pounds – and in a
photograph taken at the time, his cheeks are sunken,
his Adam’s apple prominent and his eyes bulge from
a gaunt skull.
India is now a generation removed from those
“ship-to- mouth” days, even though those words
today still bring back memories of national
humiliation. Less than 2 percent of Indians now go
without two square meals a day, and far fewer still die
of starvation.

A villager sweeps the streets in Auar Village.
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stomachs; not enough to stay healthy.
More than five decades after those U.S. deliveries,
I returned to the dusty, hot village of my father’s
childhood, hoping to understand why.
In the arc of modern India’s elemental struggle to
feed its teeming people, my father’s childhood years
were among the toughest. After squandering an early
opportunity offered by record-low grain prices to
build up stockpiles, by the time my father was a child,
the country was again falling prey to the vicissitudes
of drought and flood that had foreshadowed famines
for centuries. India was poor, foreign currency scarce
and the fields had yet to be sowed with hybrid seeds
and enriched with chemical fertilizers.
Green Revolution
As my father grew into his teens and early
adulthood, India began to gain the upper hand in that
struggle – a Green Revolution had taken hold in
agriculture, enabling the country first to feed itself
and, later, to sell its grain on global markets. Masked
by those victories, something was going horribly
wrong. In the early 1970s, the number of calories the
average Indian ate began rolling backward.

Nutritional Purgatory
And yet, in places like my father’s home village of
Auar, an insidious malnourishment has taken the
place of empty stomachs. The vast majority of
Indians, especially villagers, are suspended in a
nutritional purgatory – they eat enough to fill their
Hunger Stalks
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In 1973, villagers ate just under 2,300 calories a
day, according to the National Sample Survey Office,
a branch of the ministry of statistics. By 2010, that
number had dropped to about 2,020, compared with
the government floor of 2,400 a day to qualify for food
aid. The mismatch manifests itself in some of the
world’s worst scorecards for health: half of all children
under three weigh too little for their age; eight in 10
are anemic.
Corruption, Theft
Some of the causes are clear: corruption,
incompetence and official indifference mean a
decade-long economic boom and bumper harvests
have failed to nourish millions of children doomed to
stunted, shortened lives; record stockpiles of grain rot
in warehouses; supplies meant for the poor are stolen,
sold in local markets, even overseas. As much as $14.5
billion in food was looted by corrupt politicians from
my father’s state of Uttar Pradesh alone, according to
court documents, interviews with rights workers,
government anti-graft investigators and local
officials, and testimony from a whistleblower who
said he was involved in the scam.
Some causes are more subtle: bureaucratic
barriers that stop families getting the free rations they
are entitled to; shrinking access to land and forests to
grow or gather food; the rising unpredictability of
agricultural work.
During months of reporting on India’s
malnutrition scourge, I spoke almost daily to my
father, who had long since escaped the village and
now runs a national scientific research center in
Kolkata. His childhood held lessons for me, I
suspected, on the habits and mindsets of the rural
poor, and the reasons why the bountiful harvests of
Indian fields are denied to the very farmers who
produce them.

Ghanshyam waits while his wife, Urmila Devi, cooks in her
kitchen.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

I’d been to the village before – first as a child, and
again in 2000, when I was getting ready to leave for
college in Virginia. My father, who wanted me to
remember my family’s origins, stood out from cousins
and old friends in his starched white shirt and tailored
trousers, no longer comfortable sitting cross-legged in
the dust.
He pointed out the few reminders from his
childhood – the elementary school built, according to
family legend, with the proceeds from a single gold
coin saved by a great-granduncle during years of toil
in Burma in the 1920s; the brick additions made to
the mud house that belonged to my grandfather. By
then, the house was falling apart, emptied of family
now living in cities and scattered across India.
This time, I set up camp outside, sleeping on a
borrowed cot under the mango trees my father
climbed as a child. For the next two weeks, I walked
the dry, barren fields of the village, parched and
expectant for the rains that this year, at least, never
fully came.
And for those two weeks I ate what the average
poor and landless Indian villager could afford.

Going Home
So, this June, I drove about 800 kilometers (500
miles) southeast from New Delhi to Auar, deep in the
heart of Uttar Pradesh state. The local district of
Pratapgarh is among the poorest 200 of 640 in the
country, according to the government.
Hunger Stalks

Phones, Bikes
In some ways, Auar has kept pace with modern
India.
About 400 of the village’s 2,000-or-so residents
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In Auar, the villagers had no name for it.
Ninety-two percent of Indian mothers hadn’t
heard or didn’t understand the Hindi or locallanguage terms for malnourishment, a 2011 survey of
100 districts with the worst child development
indicators found. If every child in a village is
malnourished, the survey concluded, then every
mother assumes her own child is normal.
I tracked down Ghanshyam, the son of a laborer
who had worked about 2 acres (0.8 hectare) of land
my grandfather owned. My father remembers that
the laborer’s wife would pick up the rare scraps of
food left behind from our family’s dinner, and take
them home for her sons.
‘Never Left Enough’

Ghanshyam shops for food in Auar Village. Photographer: Sanjit
Das/Bloomberg 1076325 Vendors sell produce at a local vegetable market in Auar Village. Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

“She would whisper to me to take larger servings
and leave something for her children,” said my father
recently, when I was prodding him for buried
memories. “Even now, I feel guilty – I never left
enough.”
Rakesh, my oldest uncle, would leave as much as
he could, my father told me. “But I was young, I didn’t
really think.”
When I first met Ghanshyam, he took me to his
one-roomed mud and straw hut in the center of the
village. Dressed in a torn shirt and lungi – a cloth
wrapped around his waist – and barefoot, it was
unclear whether he was from the same brood of
children who grew up with my father. He couldn’t tell
me his age – too young to recall, as my father did, the
school holiday to commemorate a visit by Chinese
Premier Zhou Enlai in 1956; not too young to
remember the short-lived friendship of India and
China turning into a border dispute six years later.

carry mobile phones, according to the local merchant
who offered a recharging service for the equivalent of
about 20 cents, using car batteries he carried on the
back of his bicycle. Some 60 motorbikes could be seen
parked outside houses.
Auar is also connected to the power grid, and every
other day the electricity poles would hum and spark
for a couple of hours, bringing life to the television in
the small village store and to a handful of tube-wells
that irrigate the fields of wealthier farmers. It was a
luxury, nonetheless, since about 400 million Indians
have no access to electricity at all.
Pigs, Feces
In other ways, Auar is unchanged from my father’s
time. It took dozens of agonizing cranks on a hand
pump to fill each bucket of water; every act of nature
required a 15-minute walk to a field where pigs rooted
around weeks-old feces.
In 38 of the 40 households I visited, I could count
the ribs of the teenagers and note the distended
bellies and loose, stretchy skin on the toddlers, the
first and most obvious symptoms of a diet sufficient in
calories but lacking in protein. Doctors called this
form of malnourishment kwashiorkor when it was
first reported in 1935 from Ghana, taking the local
word for the illness a child gets when it is weaned too
early because of the arrival of a new baby.
Hunger Stalks

Tuberculosis
Ghanshyam, to me, embodied India’s poor and
malnourished – he owned no land, except for the plot
on which his hut stood. His body racked with the
tuberculosis that infects 2 million Indians every year,
he scrabbled for work on the fields of those who did
own their land, making between $2.50 and $3.50 a
day.
When strong enough, he told me, he would hitch a
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qualify for food aid. In exchange, his wife included me
in their meals the next day.
In the mornings, we drank small cups of watery tea
with milk, sweetened with a nugget of jaggery – made
from unrefined cane sugar. In the afternoons, we each
ate three rotis, a heavy, unleavened bread, dipping
them into a thin gruel of lentils and spice called dal. At
night, before walking over to their home, I used a stick
to shake a few sour mangoes from the trees. Urmila
boiled them in the dal to add flavor, pouring the
mixture over some boiled rice.
Meat, Fish, Eggs
It had been a year, at least, since Ghanshyam last
ate meat, eight months since he was able to catch fish
in the village river, and six since he had had an egg, he
told me.
Later, when I showed photographs of the meals to
Rachita Singh, a nutritionist at the Saket Max
Hospital in New Delhi, she estimated they would
provide about 1,700 to 1,800 calories a day.
This diet, heavy in cereals and other carbohydratebased calories, is what most rural Indians eat. In
2010, 64 percent of the calories consumed by villagers
came from cereals, about 9 percent from oils and fats,
less than 5 percent each from sugar and pulses like
the lentils we ate. Fruit and vegetables, meat, eggs and
fish together made up about 2.5 percent, according to
studies of meals across rural India by the statistics
ministry.
So far, experts have mostly argued over possible
reasons for India’s worsening diet, without reaching a
conclusion; Abhijit Banerjee, an economist at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Poverty
Action Lab once described it to me as the “milliondollar question.”

hyam gets ready to go shopping in Auar Village.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

ride from a passing truck and head for Pratapgarh city
in search of construction work paying as much as
$3.75 a day. On other days, Ghanshyam would wait
for villagers to come find him for odd- jobs. One
afternoon, a neighbor paid him $1.50 to build a small
roof. Once, he spent four or five hours helping to clear
a field of weeds and stones. He made 80 cents that
day.
In recent weeks, Ghanshyam had found only a few
days’ work in total: the monsoon was late, so there
was little to be done in the fields; construction had
slowed in anticipation of those same rains that are the
life-force of rural India.
Left for City
With that meager income, Ghanshyam supported
his wife, Urmila, two teenaged sons and the wife of an
older son who I never saw. When I asked what
happened to his eldest, Ghanshyam looked away.
Urmila, a quiet woman who rarely spoke to me unless
her husband was nearby, later told me the son had
gone to a city to look for work and never returned. He
left behind two infant boys – more mouths to feed on
the days they didn’t spend at their maternal
grandparents.
Every evening, I would give Ghanshyam about 50
cents –last year the government set that amount as
the daily poverty line above which Indians no longer
Hunger Stalks

‘Slice of Mango’
Life in an Indian village has always been hard, even
though my father remains nostalgic for childhood
there. Over the past decade he wrote and published
short stories about his childhood, mostly in the
literary section of Kolkata’s English-language
newspaper, The Statesman. He scoured his memory
– and his fantasies – for details and, in a story
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filling the air. Early in the mornings, the few
households that owned a buffalo or cow would bring
them for a bath. Downriver from the village, past a
quick bend, the bank was a squelching, stinking open
toilet.
Caste Divisions
The hamlets, called bastis, were segregated mostly
by caste or religion. Others were settlements of five or
six huts belonging to members of the same family.
Sixty-two years after India’s first constitution
declared caste discrimination illegal, the system still
dictates the daily lives and constrains opportunities
for hundreds of millions of people.
My first day in the village, I was taken to the uppercaste basti to meet the village headman, a tall, broadchested Brahmin named Vinod Upadhyay. I wanted
him to know I would be living in the village, and
asking questions. He offered me a plastic chair
outside his two-story brick house, where a shiny
motorcycle stood next to an electric water pump. A
servant brought out tea and biscuits.
After my first sip, I asked Upadhyay why he wasn’t
joining me.
“When I eat with lower castes, it disagrees with my
stomach,” he answered nonchalantly in Hindi.

Ghanshyam and Mehul Srivastava, a Bloomberg journalist, share
a meal together in Auar Village.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

dedicated to the family mango trees I now found
myself sleeping under, described his dinners:
“The stories would continue till mother was ready
with thick chapatis of bajra (millet) and a curry of new
potatoes and urad dal (dark lentils) with a lot of ghee
(clarified butter) and saag of either mustard or bathua
(a leafy vegetable), and of course two or three types of
mango pickles,” he wrote in a “A Slice of Mango.”
That description of a rich and varied diet always
felt at odds to me with the reality of what Indians in
his era ate. When I finally asked if that was really a
true picture, his answer was the saddest thing he ever
told me.
“That is how it ought to have been.”

Middle Ground
My father’s family, of a middling caste called the
Kayastha, was perched somewhere in the center – we
had neither the land nor privileges of the Brahmins,
but were spared the humiliating poverty of the lowest
castes. Our hamlet reflected that; in old photographs
my father took during trips back to his village, the
mud hut has started to take the shape of a house – a
small brick addition in the early 1970s, another
expansion in the early 1980s. Our neighbor was a
distant cousin, his neighbor another cousin, and our
hamlet about a 10-minute walk from Ghanshyam’s,
where the huts were smaller, packed closer together,
sharing a single hand-pumped well.
At the bottom of the pile was the basti for the
lowest caste Hindus and Muslim washermen. The
houses were sometimes no more than straw and
wood held together by rope; a thick, sludgy open

Riverside Life
Auar, like most Indian villages I have visited, is
actually a collection of hamlets scattered around a
central body of water, usually a deep well or two. In
Auar, life centered on what the villagers generously
called the river. More of a rivulet, it was too small to
show up on my maps.
Sluggish and dirty when I visited at the end of the
dry season, it served a multitude of purposes along
the narrow stretch that ran past the village. Upriver,
where the water was thought to be cleaner, children
would do back flips and women brought their
laundry, the gentle slapping of wet cloth on stones
Hunger Stalks
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sewer – more a rut in the land, filled with dirty water
and feces – oozed past them.
A paved road, built in the past five years or so, ran
alongside the hamlets, connecting them to a small
highway town called Shankarganj, a blink-and-youmiss-it highway pit stop with a few shops selling
bottled soft drinks and stale biscuits. On Saturdays, a
vegetable bazaar would set up around 3 p.m. and
appeared to be the social highlight of the week.
Cramping Bowels
My life in the village quickly fell into a pattern that
in many ways has remained unchanged for centuries.
Rising with the sun, my stomach already growling
with hunger, I would seek a secluded spot in which to
empty my slowly cramping bowels. With little
running water, and almost no indoor toilets, entire
fields were open latrines. Women rose earlier still,
defecating in the dark in the hopes of some privacy.
Open defecation is a national crisis for some 665
million Indians, soiling water and food supplies, and
a major contributor to the spread of pathogens that
kill about 1,000 children a day from diarrhea,
hepatitis and other diseases.
I’d bathe under a tube-well pipe, pumping with
one hand while trying to rub myself clean. At
Ghanshyam’s home, his wife would already be
burning some dry twigs to boil our morning tea.
Before the sun rose too high, I would accompany
Ghanshyam on his search for work.

Urmila Devi serves roti, rice and lentils with unripe mango on a
plate.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

temperature was 102 degrees Fahrenheit (38.9
degrees Celsius). When the foreman yelled at
Ghanshyam for being too slow, I took his place. We
dug ditches and broke bricks to mix in the mortar. It
had been a week since I had migrated to the village
diet, and by noon, I was exhausted. The men around
me had withered too, their movements slower, their
ribs glistening in the sun.
Ghanshyam opened a lunch box, and we ate
onions and rotis. We had drunk the dal while waiting
to be picked for work.
Small Return

City Slacker

The temperature had climbed to 118, and the
workers talked the foreman – cursing and
complaining – into letting them rest in the shade a
half-hour longer. For two more hours, Ghanshyam
and I took turns laboring. Finally, at 4 p.m., the
foreman handed out the wages: Ghanshyam pocketed
$1.75 for both of us; the other men earned $2.20.
Ghanshyam’s tuberculosis had slowed him down too
much; I had done little to help.
Working with Ghanshyam reminded me of a
home-building project I’d volunteered for a few
months ago in Delhi organized by non-profit Habitat
for Humanity. I’d started off my day enthusiastically
passing bricks in a human chain to colleagues. Within
hours, back aching and tired, I abandoned the effort,

One morning, we hitched a ride to Pratapgarh city,
joining a group of day laborers waiting at a traffic
intersection to be picked for work. Those with obvious
skills – the painters with their brushes and cans of
turpentine, the carpenters and their tools – were
chosen first. Last were people like Ghanshyam, who
had little to offer but their strength. I followed him to
where about 20 men were working on the
foundations for a family home. My offer to labor was
refused – my city clothes, tinted glasses and well-fed
frame betrayed me as an outsider.
I watched Ghanshyam carry bricks for an hour, his
pace slacking as the sun climbed. By 10 a.m., the
Hunger Stalks
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Calorie Puzzle
In 2009, economists Angus Deaton and Jean
Dreze wrote a paper arguing that the reason
Indians were consuming fewer calories today than
in the 1980s was that they needed fewer calories.
Poor Indians now had bicycles and fell sick less
often, they said, and that might solve the puzzle
that has confounded economists studying Indian
nutrition – falling calorie counts at a time of rising
real incomes.
Economists have seen this trend twice before,
according to Deaton and Dreze – in post-Mao
China in the 1980s and 1990s, and in Industrial
Revolution Britain, from 1775 to 1850.
Before I left for the village, I called Deaton, who
teaches at Princeton University. He was irritated
that my questions focused only on calories – the
environment in which those calories were
consumed and burned, and the manual labor the
person had to endure were equally important, if not
more so.
“I am not saying, for instance, that Indians are
well- nourished,” he said. “What I am saying is that
the fact that they are eating fewer calories doesn’t
mean anything unless you know more about the
rest of their lives.”

Urmila Devi holds unripe mangoes.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

soaking up the New Delhi metro’s air conditioning on
the ride back home.
My diet in India’s capital and the sedentary
lifestyle of a financial journalist hadn’t prepared me
for building houses – not for Habitat for Humanity
and not to help Ghanshyam. As a member of the
small, urban middle class, I ate close to what the
average American does – more than 2,500 calories on
most days, close to 3,000 when I ordered in pizza,
washed down with Coca- Cola.

Budget Squeeze

Pizza Fantasy

Following Ghanshyam around, I was less
convinced that Deaton’s explanation was the right
one. Neither are Deepankar Basu and Amit Basole,
two University of Massachusetts economists. In a
draft paper last month they found that while Indian
incomes have gone up, a rise in spending on other
essential items – such as healthcare and
transportation –meant the amount of money left over
for food has remained stagnant at a time of high
inflation.
There is little data to show that Indians have
moved into less physically strenuous jobs – India has
yet to experience the kind of industrial revolution
seen in large parts of China that has freed an entire
generation from the fields. Sixty-nine percent of the
nation’s 1.2 billion people still live in the countryside,
against 49 percent of China’s 1.3 billion.

In the village, the cereal-laden meals sat heavy in
my stomach, and I felt less hungry than I had
imagined I would. The most obvious impact was a
constant sense of lethargy – I moved more slowly and
took longer to recover from short bursts of labor, like
at the construction site. My weight dropped by about
5 pounds in the two weeks I lived there.
In the evenings, my phone would light up around
7 with a text message from Papa John’s, the U.S. pizza
chain that had recently opened a branch in Delhi. For
$11 – or 22 times the government’s poverty line – I
could order the medium pepperoni and cheese pizza
I’d been dreaming about, except Papa John’s would
deliver it to my air-conditioned apartment in a posh
Delhi suburb, not to this sweaty, hungry corner of
India.
Hunger Stalks
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‘Poor, Slowly Worsening’
The lives of Ghanshyam and other villagers in
Auar seemed beyond what 1,700 calories or even
the government recommended minimum intake of
2,400 calories could sustain. India’s state medical
research council says workers doing moderate or
heavy labor need 2,730 to 3,490 calories.
I had picked Auar because it allowed me a
glimpse into how little had changed in rural India
since my father was young, in spite of a five-decade
gap during which India became a food- surplus
nation. By almost every measure, Auar fits the
national averages for nutrition – poor, and slowly
worsening.
After some advances in the lead-up to the early
1990s, malnourishment rates in India appear to be
stuck. Forty-six percent of children under three
were malnourished in 2005, the last time a
nationwide survey was carried out, compared with
47 percent the decade before. Twenty-one percent
of Indian adults are malnourished, against 17
percent 10 years earlier. If lives had gotten less
strenuous, and living environments healthier, then
shouldn’t those rates have dropped? Deaton agreed
that the latest data were puzzling.
To be fair, while India has struggled to improve
nutrition for the entire country, it has largely
managed to eradicate starvation deaths. Also, as
India hasn’t counted its malnourished in seven
years, Ghanshyam and the rest of Auar may be
outliers in a sea of improvement.

Urmila Devi carries water drawn from a local hand-pump in Auar
Village, India.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

survived smallpox, his body still scarred from the
near-death experience. A sister, born underweight
and listless, died of malnourishment at six months
old. She had been named Munni; Hindi for “our
little girl.”
Railway Children
In 1964, my grandfather landed a job as a
conductor for state-owned Indian Railways,
moving the entire family – my grandmother, three
sons (two more came later) and three daughters –
to the city of Allahabad in eastern Uttar Pradesh. In
socialist India, a government job was perhaps the
only way out of poverty. My grandfather leveraged
his accomplishment with a relentless focus on
educating his sons.
That urge was a relic of our caste beginnings.
Without large tracts of land to cultivate, Kayasthas
in Uttar Pradesh and the neighboring state of
Bengal became a caste of peons – clerks,
bookkeepers, minor functionaries for the local
maharajahs. That emphasis on being able to read
and write has left an imprint throughout my
family’s known history – the great grand-uncle who
spent his life’s savings to build the primary school
my father studied in, and which still educates the
village’s children.

Stoned in Heat
Most days, Ghanshyam never found work. We
would lie in the shade, stoned in the heat. We
moved as little as we could, stirring only to swat
away flies and move our cots with the shadows.
Soon after sundown, the darkness was complete,
and almost everybody would head to sleep.
I’d walk back to the ruins of my father’s old
house, and imagine his childhood.
In the stories he published, my father recreates a
bucolic life interrupted by misfortune – disease, the
curses of slighted gypsy women, ghosts and
poachers. The stories echo his own childhood. He
Hunger Stalks
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Hardship Endures
Hardship hadn’t ended with the move to city
living, nor with the ballooning shipments of American
grain. Even as U.S. exports of wheat surged from
nothing in 1954 to 4 million tons by 1960,
intermittent floods and drought meant hunger
remained a menacing presence. Money the U.S.
loaned or granted back to the Indian government
from the wheat sales failed to find its way into better
irrigation, storage or roads.
In the markets, food remained unreliable.
Droughts in the mid-1960s pushed prices far beyond
my grandfather’s income. New to the city, my father
and his brothers stood in lines outside ration shops to
get rice and wheat. Often, he remembers, the shops
would run out of supplies before their turn.
At 14, my father had won a National Merit
Scholarship, an Indian government program
designed to help poor, talented students in villages
pay for their high school and early college educations.
The promised monthly stipend did not come till four
years later, by then my father was a student at
Allahabad University.
By the time my father was 16, escape was near.
Higher- yielding hybrid seeds, modern fertilizers and
improved irrigation meant famines were becoming a
relic of India’s past.

Ghanshyam lies in a cot while his wife Urmila Devi sits in their
hut in Auar Village in Pratapgarh district of Uttar Pradesh, India.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

father sent home – the first was in 1971 – each with a
short faded note to his family, including my favorite,
an admonishment to stop pressuring him to get
married.
Best Forgotten
That final leap, from poverty to lower-middle class,
was repeated by each of my uncles – the three
remaining brothers also became engineers. My
cousins and I were born into families that could easily
afford food, and the deprivation of Auar became a
memory, best forgotten and rarely discussed.
And yet, at family reunions, it is clear that
childhood hunger stalked them into adulthood.
My cousins and I tower over our uncles – I am four
inches (10 centimeters) taller than my father, six
inches taller than my mother. One cousin was an
amateur boxer in the Indian Navy, another passed the
rigorous physical training required to join the Indian
intelligence service and is posted in the Himalayas. A
single generation of good nutrition catapulted us into
the top 10 percent of Indians for height and health.
Deaton, the Princeton economist, pointed out that
in healthy countries, the average adult height
increases by about a centimeter every 10 years –
Scandinavians have grown by just that rate since
1950.
Indians have managed to grow at half that pace –

End of the Beginning
At 19, he read an advertisement in a newspaper for
a job in Mumbai with the government’s science and
research programs. He clipped out the ad and stowed
away on a train, in much the same way as millions of
migrants still seek out a better life in Mumbai, Delhi
and Bangalore today. The interview went well, and he
landed a job that allowed him to earn a PhD in
nuclear physics at the same time.
For my father, the years of lining up for food
rations were over. His older brother, who studied
engineering, had gotten a job with the government of
Uttar Pradesh, and their combined incomes paid for
the education of their younger brothers and the
weddings of their sisters. Looking through my
grandmother’s old trunks this summer, I found stacks
of receipts from the postal service checks that my
Hunger Stalks
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the groom’s father, he was the most important guest,
and he described at length the dinner thrown by the
girl’s family.
“Mutton korma, chicken curry, fish curry, naan,
saag paneer (spinach cooked in cottage cheese),
pulao,” he listed, along with the desserts – a
sweetened rice pudding called kheer; jalebis, which
are sweet, fried dough; and ice-cream.
On my last day in the village, I drove to Pratapgarh
and had a restaurant pack up that exact meal. That
night, under the mango trees, I threw a small banquet
for Ghanshyam’s family and that of his neighbors.
Bone Banquet
Thirteen of us sat under the biggest tree, and in the
light from my car’s headlights, Ghanshyam and I
shared a small bottle of local liquor made from a
flower called mahua he had brought for the occasion.
He laughed when I spat out my first sip, and I noticed
for the first time that he had no teeth except for the
front row.
About an hour after dinner, as I packed my gear for
the trip back to Delhi, I heard a rustling behind me. I
thought it was a stray dog going through the empty
plates and Styrofoam boxes, and I turned on my
flashlight to scare it away.
Instead, the beam lit up Ghanshyam’s wife. She’d
come back, she said, for the chicken bones I’d thrown
away. For a family too poor to buy meat, even boiledup bones make a valuable addition to the diet.
“With some spices, it will taste just like chicken
curry,” she said.

Ghanshyam walks to his hut in Auar Village in Pratapgarh district
of Uttar Pradesh, India.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

it would take us more than 200 years to reach the
five-foot, 8-inch average height of an American
male in 2006.
Dangling Feet
While the single generation of good nutrition that
my cousins and I lived through separates us from our
parents, it also separates us from the national
averages. In Auar, I felt like a giant, stooping through
doorways, my feet dangling over the edge of my
borrowed cot.
At dusk, I would walk with Ghanshyam along the
borders of the village.
Ghanshyam, with me at least, is a quiet man,
miserly with his words. He had resisted my attempts
to get him to share more than his most basic thoughts.
One night, when I asked him about his favorite meal,
he suddenly opened up. He told me he had been
happiest when planning his eldest son’s wedding. As

Hunger Stalks

–Editors: Ben Richardson, Suresh Seshadri, Bret
Okeson
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Poor in India Starve
as Politicians Steal $14.5 Billion of Food
By Mehul Srivastava and Andrew MacAskill • Bloomberg News

August 29, 2012 – Ram Kishen, 52, half-blind and
half- starved, holds in his gnarled hands the
reason for his hunger: a tattered card entitling
him to subsidized rations that now serves as a
symbol of India’s biggest food heist.
Kishen has had nothing from the village shop
for 15 months. Yet 20 minutes’ drive from
Satnapur, past bone-dry fields and tiny hamlets
where children with distended bellies play, a
government storage facility five football fields
long bulges with wheat and rice. By law, those
57,000 tons of food are meant for Kishen and the
105 other households in Satnapur with ration
books. They’re meant for some of the 350 million
families living below India’s poverty line of 50
cents a day.
Instead, as much as $14.5 billion in food was
looted by corrupt politicians and their criminal
syndicates over the past decade in Kishen’s home
state of Uttar Pradesh alone, according to data
compiled by Bloomberg. The theft blunted the
country’s only weapon against widespread
starvation– a five-decade-old public distribution
system that has failed to deliver record harvests to
the plates of India’s hungriest.
“This is the most mean-spirited, ruthlessly
executed corruption because it hits the poorest
and most vulnerable in society,” said Naresh
Saxena, who, as a commissioner to the nation’s
Supreme Court, monitors hunger-based
programs across the country. “What I find even
more shocking is the lack of willingness in
trying to stop it.”

Sangathin activist Surgaia Vaish in Satnapur Village, Uttar
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg
Pradesh, India.

sluggish court system have resulted in five
overlapping investigations over seven years– and
zero convictions.
India has run the world’s largest public food
distribution system for the poor since the failure
of two successive monsoons led to the creation of
the Food Corporation of India in 1965. The
government last year spent a record $13 billion
buying and storing commodities such as wheat
and rice, and expects that figure to grow this year.
Yet 21 percent of all adults and almost half of
India’s children under 5 years old are still
malnourished. About 900 million Indians already
eat less than government-recommended
minimums. As local food prices climbed more
than 70 percent over the past five years,
dependence on subsidies has grown.
From the government warehouses, millions of
tons are dispatched monthly to states including
Uttar Pradesh, which are supposed to distribute
them at subsidized prices to the poor. About 10
percent of India’s food rots or is lost before it can

Unpunished
This scam, like many others involving
politicians in India, remains unpunished. A state
police force beholden to corrupt lawmakers, an
underfunded federal anti-graft agency and a
Poor in India Starve
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‘Buzz Off’

be distributed, while some 3 million tons of wheat
in buffer stocks is more than two years old,
according to the government.

When Kishen and other residents of Satnapur
sought their monthly quotas at the village’s Fair
Price Shop, as the ration stores are called, they’d
either find a locked door or be told to return the
following month, said Javeed Ahmad, the CBI
officer leading the agency’s investigation of the
scam for more than three years.
“Who is a person who holds a below poverty
line ration card? A person of no influence,” he
said. “If he shows up at the Fair Price Shop and
there is no below poverty line wheat, you can just
tell him to buzz off.”
The scam itself was simple. So much so, that by
2007 corrupt politicians and officials in at least 30
of Uttar Pradesh’s 71 districts had learned to copy
it, according to an affidavit filed as part of a probe
ordered by the high court in Allahabad, one of the
biggest cities in India’s most-populous state. All
they had to do was pay the government the
subsidized rates for the food. Then instead of
selling it on to villagers at the lower prices, they
sold to traders at market rates.

Food Gap

Big Daddy

Even after accounting for the wastage, only 41
percent of the food set aside for feeding the poor
reached households nationwide in 2005,
according to a World Bank study commissioned
by the government and released last year.
In Uttar Pradesh, where the minister of food
stands charged with attempted murder,
kidnapping, armed robbery and electoral fraud,
the diversion was more than 80 percent in 2005,
the World Bank report said.
Fully 100 percent of the food meant for the
poor in Kishen’s home district was stolen during a
three-year period, according to India’s Central
Bureau of Investigation, the country’s leading
anti-corruption agency.
Hunger is worse in villages than in cities. Indians
living in rural areas on average eat 2,020 calories a
day, against a global average of 2,800 and 11 percent
less than they did in 1973, according to government
and United Nations’ data.

The first person to figure out how to run the
theft on a mass scale was a man named Om
Prakash Gupta, the CBI’s Ahmad said.
“Gupta was definitely the big daddy of the
scam,” said Ahmad. “Over time, every district
came up with more efficient executions of this
system.”
Gupta was a six-time member of the Uttar
Pradesh legislative assembly and the owner of a
family run grain-trading firm. By the time he ran
for national parliament in 2009, he had been
charged with 69 criminal offenses, including five
murders, two armed robberies and gangsterism,
according to a declaration he filed with the
Election Commission of India.
In June 2011 the CBI also charged him with
forging documents and other offenses in
connection with food theft from the ration
program. Gupta, who lost the parliamentary race,
died of a heart attack in April at the age of 69

52-year-old Ram Kishen poses for a photo with his government
provided ration card in Satnapur Village in Sitapur district of Uttar
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg
Pradesh, India.
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subsidized rice, wheat and sugar from the
warehouses, picking them up in Gupta-owned
trucks, scooters and motorized rickshaws, then
sold the food to private companies, according to
the CBI.
Money Transfers
Gupta and his family pocketed the difference
by transferring the money from Naimish Oil’s
accounts to their own, according to the
indictment.
“While the government is getting real money,
the foodgrains don’t actually go to the Fair Price
Shops,” said Ahmad.
In one transaction investigated by the CBI,
Gupta sold 17.7 million kilograms of wheat to four
different companies hundreds of kilometers away
in the cities of Kolkata and Raipur. The companies
paid $2.1 million to Naimish Oil.
Over a three-year period, 110.6 million
kilograms of wheat and rice meant for India’s
poor was transferred from rail stations in Sitapur
district to Bangladesh, according to the CBI’s
indictment. In other transactions, the companies
buying the grain were in Nepal, said Ahmad, the
CBI investigator.
“Since they were paying tax, paying freight to
the railways and actually delivering the promised
foodgrains, nobody asked the question of where
they procured them originally,” he said.

Day laborers move sacks of rice at the Uttar Pradesh state warehouse in Mishrikh in Uttar Pradesh, India.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

before a trial could begin on the food case. He
wasn’t convicted of any other crime.
Only Warrant
So far, he is the only senior political figure to
have been arrested by the CBI over the food scam:
Ahmad got a warrant after Gupta manhandled
one of his investigators.
The CBI’s indictment of Gupta provides a
glimpse of how the operation was run. Food
purchased by the central government is trucked to
districts like Sitapur, where Kishen’s home of
Satnapur is located, and stored until marketing
managers in the food distribution system sign off
on its dispatch to the Fair Price Shops.
The owners of those shops, called kothedars in
Hindi, bring cashier’s checks for the subsidized
price of the supplies. A kilogram of rice, for
instance, costs as little as 2 rupees, or about 3.6
cents, in most states. The market price for similar
quality rice is about 10 times higher.
The shop owners are supposed to sell the food
to villagers without making a profit.
Gupta got around the system in Sitapur by
using a dummy firm called Naimish Oil Industries
Ltd., according to the CBI’s indictment. It paid for
Poor in India Starve

Groaning Stockpiles
While the food theft by Gupta and his copycats
around the state may have robbed people like
Kishen of their dinner, it hasn’t put a dent in
India’s stockpiles.
Deadly famines were a recurrent feature of life
in India until the country embarked on the socalled “green revolution” in the 1960s,
experimenting with high-yielding strains,
irrigation and pesticides. The nation finally
achieved self- sufficiency in food production in the
late 1970s.
At the same time, the government began
building up buffer stocks of food. While the Food
3
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Corporation of India is required to keep about 32
million metric tons of rice and wheat, bumper
harvests have left the country with a stockpile of
more than 80 million tons, according to the
corporation. Stacked in 50- kilogram sacks, the
food would reach from Sitapur to the moon, with
at least 270,000 bags to spare.
To stop food rotting, the central government
lifted a four- year ban on exports of wheat last
year. In June, India donated 250,000 tons of
wheat to Afghanistan.
Starkly Visible
The nation’s food surplus is starkly visible at
the state storage facility about 10 kilometers (6.3
miles) from Kishen’s village of Satnapur.
On June 28, 60 trucks loaded with bags of
grain waited outside the walled-off piece of land,
one of four similar stockpiling sites in the district.
Inside, 40,000 tons of wheat and 17,000 tons of
rice spilled out from a small warehouse and were
stacked in the open in three-story-high piles, the
blue tarpaulin covers tied tight with rope.
The trucks will be parked up for weeks before
there is space inside so they can unload.
In Satnapur itself, the prominent ribs and
bloated bellies of children playing in the streets
give the telltale sign of chronic malnourishment.
The village has no electricity, and the local ration
shop has been closed for months, residents said.
Of the 106 village households that qualify for
subsidized rice, wheat, sugar and kerosene used
as cooking fuel, only about half are receiving it,
said Surbala Vaish, 40, an activist with the local
farmers and workers’ collective, known as
Sangathin.

A caretaker exits the closed fair price shop of Satnapur Village in
Sitapur district of Uttar Pradesh, India.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

six years and has never received her entitlement.
“If you can buy a Pepsi in every village in India,
why can’t the government get us our rations?”
asked Vaish, who lives in Satnapur. “The reason
we don’t is because the government doesn’t want
us to– they all get a cut.”
The proprietor of the local ration shop is a frail,
old man called Mattre. Like Urmila and many
other Indians, he goes by one name. An illiterate
cow-herder, he said he was granted the shop
because he is blind. Instead of running it himself,
he says he receives $3.50 a day from the village
chief, who then takes care of the day-to-day
operations.
‘Not My Fault’
“It’s in my name, but someone else runs the
shop,” said Mattre, standing outside his strawand-mud hut. “If the headman isn’t giving people
their food, it’s his fault, not mine.”
The village head, actually a woman named
Kumari Poonam Yadav, couldn’t be reached. A
person who answered a cell phone number that
villagers said was hers said he didn’t know anyone
by that name.
In Sitapur town, an hour’s drive from the

Pepsi or Rations?
Urmila, a widow who guessed she was in her
sixties and lives in a household of five, shows her
ration card; it’s been 18 months since she last
received her allotment.
A different government card recognizes her
status as a widow, meaning she qualifies for rice
and wheat for close to free. She’s had the card for
Poor in India Starve
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Cows are considered holy in Hinduism and
eating beef is forbidden. While Gupta declined to
discuss the details of the indictment, he said that
his family might have mistakenly paid lower taxes
on the transactions. His father and the family firm
were simply procuring wheat and rice on the open
market in Sitapur and selling to traders around
the country, he said.
Just a Trader
“How am I supposed to tell if the wheat or the
rice or the sugar in the local market is meant for a
ration shop?” he asked. “I am a trader. I buy and
sell thousands of tons of food a month.”
Over the past seven years, different court
orders and changing state governments have
resulted in at least three agencies being tasked
with probing the theft: the CBI, a Special
Investigative Team of the Uttar Pradesh police
and the Economic Offenses Wing of the central
government. In addition to the Special
Investigative Team, both the state police’s Food
Cell, and its Criminal Investigations Division are
carrying out probes. Some of the investigations
overlap; others run independently.
The CBI, for instance, is only looking at cases
where food actually left the state, while the Special
Investigative Team is looking at all the cases and
the EOW is focused primarily on the money trail.

A day laborer walks past piles of covered grains at an open warehouse of the Uttar Pradesh state warehouse in Mishrikh in Uttar
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg
Pradesh, India.

village, Anoop Gupta steps out of a white Toyota
Fortuner SUV. He is Om Prakash Gupta’s son, and
by the time his father died in April, he had won
Om Prakash’s old seat in the state legislative
assembly.
Toyota SUV
As Gupta, 42, walks away from the SUV, which
retails for $37,500 according to Toyota Motor
Corp.’s website, armed police officers push away
the crowd of people rushing to touch his feet, a
sign of respect. He walks across a courtyard to a
small office behind a gas station, sits at a bare
desk, shoos off his entourage and gives a spirited,
one-hour defense of his father.
Gupta himself hasn’t been charged with any
wrongdoing, although the CBI lists bank accounts
in his name through which his family allegedly
received money.
“Let me ask you this: If I had, or my father had,
or my family had been stealing food from the poor
in Sitapur, would they re-elect me?” he said. “I
swear upon my dead father that this is a vendetta
the CBI has against us. If I ever once stole a grain
of rice from a poor man, it would be like eating the
flesh of a cow.”
Poor in India Starve

Cobbled Together
In the state capital Lucknow, CBI officer
Ahmad, 52, said the inquiry he heads is the largest
he has undertaken. His group of 22 investigators
and a few researchers operates out of a run- down,
three-story colonial building neighboring a
hairdresser and a grocer. Ahmad’s team, cobbled
together by a 2008 government order that
allowed him to poach 14 officers from around the
state, is only authorized to look at the period
between 2004 and 2007 and the investigative area
is limited to six districts because of a lack of
manpower.
Ahmad said he will wrap up his inquiry by the
end of the year, and he thought it unlikely he
5
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would charge any more senior politicians.
“As a layman, you would say that there must be
a big man on top, but can I prove it?” he said.
“Even if there is a top gun, I won’t get legally
tenable evidence.”

2010, the EOW said that while it was continuing to
investigate the scam in seven districts, it didn’t have
the manpower to extend the probe to a statewide
level. It asked the court to help it source cars,
computers, printers, photocopiers, fax machines and
accommodation for its officers.
Tracking all three investigations is Vishwanath
Chaturvedi, 47. A trade union leader with a law
degree, Chaturvedi has filed public-interest lawsuits
in various courts exhorting the judiciary to prod the
three agencies into working faster and more
efficiently, and to push for prosecutions that would
put senior politicians in jail.

Massive Scale
While Ahmad’s investigation is aided by the
simplicity of the food heist, it is impeded by its sheer
size. He estimated that in its heyday, the scam
involved 5,000 daily transactions spread across 500
square kilometers, involving thousands of individuals
and hundreds of bank accounts.
In December 2007, the then-Home Secretary of
Uttar Pradesh, Mahesh Gupta, created the Special
Investigative Team. Based in Lucknow, it was given a
vast mandate: to investigate the “large-scale scams in
different schemes of the public distribution system in
different districts.”
The period under investigation, though, was
limited to between March 2004 and October 2005.
The team’s head, Assistant Director General of
the Criminal Investigation Department Rajeev Rai
Bhatnagar, spends one day a week at the job. The
rest of his time is spent on other assignments,
including the CID’s separate investigation.
He said in a June 20 interview in his office, not
far from Ahmad’s, that he interprets his mandate
only to find and arrest people involved in food
theft during that window of time. The brief
doesn’t extend to shutting down any current
schemes, he said.

Lawsuits
Chaturvedi filed the first lawsuit asking the
government to investigate the stolen food in Sitapur
in late 2005, then followed up by persuading the
Allahabad High Court to extend the investigation to
neighboring districts and to demand regular status
reports from all three agencies. He later appealed to
the Delhi High Court to monitor the investigation
regularly, and has also filed petitions in front of the
Supreme Court of India.
Still, he said in an interview that he doesn’t believe
these investigations will snag any senior politicians.
“None of these agencies have the manpower, the
willpower, or even the political support needed to
investigate a theft of this size, this nature and this
breadth,” he said, sitting in the living room of his
house in New Delhi. Visitors must pass by a police
checkpoint on the road and an armed officer at the
front door after Chaturvedi received anonymous
threats.
He often gets his tips and information from food
activists in Uttar Pradesh and his own contacts in the
trade unions. He then enters it into court testimony in
the CBI’s investigation.

‘Not My Concern’
“Is the scam still ongoing? It may be,” said
Bhatnagar. “But that is not my concern.” The team
has about 300 open investigations and no
prosecutions, he said.
A. L. Banerjee, an additional director general of the
third investigative body, the Economic Offenses
Wing, works from a government building in Lucknow
where vagrants sleep on stairways and piles of
garbage buzz with flies. He declined to comment
when visited by a Bloomberg reporter.
In filings made to the High Court of Allahabad in
Poor in India Starve

Whistleblower
On December 18, 2011, he walked into the offices
of the CBI with a man named Rajiv Yadav. Yadav told
investigators he could provide the first link between
the scam and the man known as Raja Bhaiya– Uttar
Pradesh’s food minister.
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confirmed by a state directory of officials from that
period, his pay slips and a state identity card seen by
Bloomberg News. He said he also had informal
duties: to collect various sums of money from
government officials involved in the scam, to record
them in a ledger and to hand them to Raja Bhaiya or
his wife.
All the details also appear in Yadav’s sworn
testimony to the court. A copy of the hand-written
ledger is included as part of the affidavit.
Short, Mustachioed

Raja Bhaiya, which roughly translates from Hindi
as “our older brother, the king,” has cases pending
against him for attempted murder, kidnapping,
armed robbery and electoral fraud under his formal
name, Raghuraj Pratap Singh, according to his
declaration to the election commission. He hasn’t yet
been charged with any involvement in the food scam
and has denied the other allegations in public
speeches.
In Pratapgarh, the district Raja Bhaiya represents,
signboards line the highway congratulating him for
his latest electoral victory, in March. On the
signboards, he wears his hair short, with tinted
eyeglasses and a white, collared shirt. He doesn’t
smile.

Short and mustachioed, Yadav now lives in hiding
in New Delhi. He said he grew up near Raja Bhaiya’s
house in a town named Kunda and was involved in
local politics with him. In 2004, when Raja Bhaiya
was appointed minister for food, he brought Yadav,
40, along.
Yadav said that between 2004 and 2007 it was his
responsibility to collect about $200,000 a week from
senior local officials. They were giving Raja Bhaiya his
cut from what Yadav was told was the food scam.
The ledger lists dates, names and amounts. In
some cases, it only lists a person’s official job title. In
one instance, it lists an entire government bureau, the
Weights and Measurements Department.
The cash would arrive in suitcases and thick
envelopes. After counting the money, Yadav would
pass it to Raja Bhaiya’s wife, Bhanvi Kumari, at their
home on the edge of Lucknow. To protect himself
against any accusation of skimming cash, he said he
kept a listing in the ledger of how much was collected
and the date, which Kumari would countersign. She
hasn’t been charged with any offense.

Second Stint

Not Available

This is his second time as food minister. During his
previous tenure, from 2004 to 2007, the food scam
spread from Sitapur district to all around the state,
the CBI’s Ahmad said.
Yadav has turned over evidence about Raja Bhaiya
to the CBI and given sworn testimony to the Delhi
High Court, according to court documents.
Yadav said in an interview that he had worked for
Raja Bhaiya as a public-relations officer, a fact

Raja Bhaiya’s office declined to make him or his
wife available for an interview. Yashvant Singh, a
member of the local assembly who helps handle Raja
Bhaiya’s press relations, asked Bloomberg News
reporters to come to Lucknow on June 29 for an
interview with the minister. The reporters waited for
six hours in Raja Bhaiya’s office on June 29 and then
were asked to leave. Attempts to interview the
minister on a second visit to Lucknow on Aug. 9 were

Locally elected politician Anoop Gupta in Sitapur, Uttar Pradesh,
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg
India.
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unsuccessful.
The ledger is being held by the CBI as evidence,
and a copy was given to Bloomberg News. It shows
that Raja Bhaiya’s wife received approximately $20
million over a 1 1/2-year period between 2005 and
2007, according to Yadav’s notations.
Yadav said he had other diaries and ledgers, which
he hasn’t shown to the CBI or others. They show
additional sums of money being transferred– as
much as $18 million over a three- year period, he said.
He called the books an insurance policy against being
killed.

statements were false. Ahmad, the CBI investigator,
said he took the ledger seriously, but hadn’t had
enough time to investigate it in its entirety.
“Anybody can write anything in a diary. Yadav is
acting out of a vendetta,” Raja Bhaiya’s thenspokesman Gyanendra Singh told Indian news
magazine Tehelka, which first reported the existence
of Yadav’s ledger in April.
Since the fraud has yet to be fully investigated, the
amount of food that was stolen from Uttar Pradesh’s
public distribution system may be larger than shown
in Yadav’s evidence and the CBI and court
investigations. Only six districts have been probed,
according to the CBI, out of 71 then in the state. Those
investigations focused on a specific band of time–
four years at the most, in the case of the CBI.

Never Scared
“I never for one moment felt scared that I would
get caught,” said Yadav, wearing a blue-and-white
polo shirt during an interview in which he rarely
uncrossed his arms. “If I hadn’t come forward, no one
would ever have known this was happening.”
He earned Raja Bhaiya’s trust by running with the
gang in their home district, and being involved in two
murders and three attempted murders, he said,
changing the subject when asked for details. He hasn’t
been convicted of any crime.
In 2010, as the CBI’s investigation gathered steam,
Yadav said he felt guilty for his part in the scam. He
contacted Chaturvedi, who guided him to the CBI.
“I feel less guilty now that I have come forward,”
said Yadav. “I feel more at peace with myself.”
According to Chaturvedi, Yadav’s defection may
have a less noble explanation: he feared for his life
after a physical altercation with Raja Bhaiya. He had
already seen Raja Bhaiya shoot a man in the hand,
Yadav said in the interview, adding that beatings of
staff members were routine in Raja Bhaiya’s
entourage.

$14.5 Billion
Chaturvedi, the activist lawyer, has argued in court
that the total theft may have been as much as $18
billion. The courts have not refuted the allegation,
citing it in orders and judgments during regular
monitoring of the CBI investigation.
In Gonda, the one district for which all three
investigative authorities have agreed upon a number,
the market value of food diverted was $82 million
over a four-year period. Extrapolating over 10 years
for the state’s 71 districts at the time, as much $14.5
billion may have been stolen. Uttar Pradesh now has
75 districts.
Back in Satnapur, few of the villagers have heard of
the probes. Nor do most realize that they are part of a
scam that has run for years, and is still to be
completely extinguished.
Instead, they focus their thoughts on the stockpile
of food 10 kilometers from their village.
“We dream about robbing it,” said Vaish, the
activist, as the men and women around her laughed.
“We could just storm the place, and every one of us
could get a bag of rice each. Who would stop us?”

‘A Psychopath’
“He was a psychopath,” Yadav said. “He felt really
happy seeing people cry.” He denied a falling-out with
Raja Bhaiya.
Yadav’s statements couldn’t be independently
confirmed. Because the ledger has been turned in to
the CBI and the Delhi High Court as part of a sworn
affidavit, Yadav would be guilty of perjury if his
Poor in India Starve

–With assistance from Rakteem Katakey and
Manish Modi in New Delhi
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Early Death Assured in India
Where 900 Million Don't Eat Enough

By Mehul Srivastava and Adi Narayan • Bloomberg News
June 14, 2012 – The death certificate for 3-yearold Rashid Ahmed hides more than it reveals.
It lists his name, misspells his mother’s and
says he died of malaria. What it doesn’t say is how
little he weighed when he was brought to hospital
with the disease in New Delhi one August night,
how his ribs jutted from his chest, or how helpless
his doctor, 28-year-old Gyvi Gaurav, was in trying
to save him.
“It was hunger that killed him,” said Gaurav,
who worked the night of August 15 at St. Stephen’s
Hospital and was on watch when the toddler died.
“He was so weak, so malnourished, that he would
have died the first time he ever got really sick - from malaria, diarrhea, anything.”
For Rashid’s mother, Nazia, the three-decade
road from her birth to the death of her son ran
alongside a slow collapse in India’s elemental
struggle to feed its people. More than threequarters of the 1.2 billion population eat less than
minimum targets set by the government, up from
about two-thirds, or 472 million people, in 1983.
India’s failure to feed its people came as the
economy accelerated, with gross domestic
product per capita almost doubling in the past
decade.
“I cry every night,” Nazia said on May 15,
speaking through sobs after being told her child
may have lived had he eaten better. “For my
wasted life, for my dead child, for the hunger in
my stomach. What could I give him? I had
nothing, nothing to sell.”

Mohamed Hafiz Khan, left, eats lunch along with his wife , middle bottom, and four children in their rented home in the Dharavi slum area of
Photographer: Dhiraj Singh/B loomberg
Mumbai, India.

counted its children for signs of hunger, it found
46 percent – 31 million – weighed too little for
their ages, almost an entire Canada of
malnourished under-three-year-olds. In 1999,
that number was 47 percent.
Some indicators worsened: 79 percent of
children had anemia, against 74 percent in 1999;
19 percent were wasted – weighed too little for
their height – up from 16 percent. Anemia
prevents the absorption of nutrients; as do the
diarrhea and other diseases caused by poor
hygiene and sanitation.
In sheer numbers, 4 out of 10 malnourished
children in the world are Indian, more than in all
of Africa. War-torn Sudan and famine-struck
Eritrea had smaller percentages of malnourished
children, at about 32 percent, according to the
Washington-based International Food Policy
Research Institute.

Calories V. Nutrition
While nutritionists and economists debate the
importance of targets defined solely in calories,
other data shows gains in nourishment also
stalled. In the 2005 National Family Health
Survey, when India last weighed, measured and
Early Death Assured
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that tilling fields, harvesting crops and drawing
water require greater exertion.
Counting Error
Only in 1999-2000 did the average urban
Indian meet the target – and that may have been
due to a counting error, according to the National
Sample Survey Office, a branch of the statistics
ministry. Rural Indians never have, and have seen
their intake slide to 2,020 calories in 2010, from a
high of 2,266 calories in 1973, according to
Bloomberg calculations based on data from the
office.
A National Nutrition Monitoring Bureau study
in nine states that make up the majority of India’s
malnourished population showed a steeper
decline, with average rural calorie counts falling
to about 1,900 in 2005 from 2,340 in 1979. Daily
protein intake dropped to 49 grams (1.5 ounces)
from 63 grams.
The global average is 77 grams, according to the
UN’s Food and Agricultural Organization. The
worldwide average daily caloric intake is about
2,800 calories a day.
Neither the diets of Nazia nor her two surviving
children meet the averages.

Children hold bowls of sprouts outside their home in the Dharavi slum
area of Mumbai, India.
Photographer: Dhiraj Singh/Bloomberg

Cognitive Deficit
India’s hungry children are likely to have lower
cognitive skills, grow up to be weakened workers,
suffer from chronic illnesses and die prematurely,
according to the United Nations Children’s Fund.
Hunger stalks them into adulthood too: 21
percent of all Indians are undernourished,
according to Ifpri, up from 20 percent a decade
ago. All of which costs the country about $68
billion a year, or almost 4 percent of GDP,
according to Veena S. Rao, who heads nutrition
initiatives for the government of Karnataka, the
Indian state that encompasses the city of
Bangalore.
“The problem of malnutrition is a national
shame,” Prime Minister Manmohan Singh said in
January, in one of about 50 public speeches where
he has mentioned the subject. “Despite impressive
growth in our gross domestic product, the level of
under-nutrition in the country is unacceptably
high.”
India has collected reliable and consistent
national data on nutrition since 1972, soon after
setting minimum daily intakes of about 2,100
calories a day for city residents, who are assumed
to be less physically active. The level for ruraldwellers was pegged at 2,400 calories on the basis
Early Death Assured

Hard Life
A hard life outside Nagpur city in central India,
where her husband died of tuberculosis and a failing
cotton crop meant work dried up in the fields, was
followed by a hard life in a New Delhi slum. After
arriving in the Indian capital 10 years ago, Nazia
begged on the streets before landing work as a day
laborer on construction sites. Her third son, Rashid,
was fathered by a different man.
At 5 feet and 3 inches (1.6 meters), Nazia weighs 43
kilograms (95 pounds). Her hands, rough and torn
from years of lifting bricks and balancing them on a
small turban over her head, move feverishly as she
rolls wheat dough into a type of unleavened bread
called rotis for dinner on a recent weeknight.
Sitting on the floor in their 7-foot by 8-foot home,
she and her sons, Aslam, 12, and Akbar, 14, eat a
hurried dinner, a bare lamp providing the only light.
2
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The brick-built room, topped with a patchwork
corrugated metal roof in a small, illegal shanty-town
between the Old Delhi railway station and the tourist
spots of the Jama Masjid and the Red Fort, smells of
old sweat and fresh sewage.
Daily Diet
Three rotis each, a gruel of potatoes and curry
powder, an onion and a chili make up a typical dinner.
Once a week in summer, they share two mangoes,
with Nazia sucking on the flesh left around the seed
after the boys eat most of the fruit. Lunch is the same,
which the boys serve themselves cold from a small
steel container, and breakfast is tea and two slices of
coarse white bread. It all adds up to a daily
consumption of 1,500 calories to 1,600 calories of
mostly carbohydrates.
That places the family in the poorest quarter of
Indians in terms of nutrition, with the group
averaging 1,624 calories a day, according to
Bloomberg calculations based on National Sample
Survey data. The poorest 10th on average consume
1,485 calories – a little more than a McDonald’s Big
Mac with large Coke and large fries.

Clothes are hung out in a small alley in the Dharavi slum area of
Mumbai, India.
Photographer: Dhiraj Singh/Bloomberg

calories,” Deaton said. “This is a natural progression
of the Indian diet. Focusing just on calories is
misleading.”
‘Republic of Hunger’
Not everyone agrees. Utsa Patnaik, a professor at
New Delhi-based Jawaharlal Nehru University and
author of “The Republic of Hunger,” said that the
decline in calorie consumption is the result of a
shortage of food availability, and a capitalist economy
that hasn’t spread the benefits of India’s economic
boom equitably.
Her research shows that per-capita availability of
rice, wheat and other food-grains in India has fallen
from 177 kilograms in the early 1990s to 153 kilos in
2004 – about what it was in 1934. Much of the
deterioration in food security has come after Singh
began opening India’s economy to free-market
competition.
“Forty years of efforts to raise how much foodgrains Indians are able to eat has been destroyed by a
mere dozen years of economic reform,” Patnaik said.

‘Blunt Tool’
Calories are a blunt tool for understanding
malnourishment, according to Angus Deaton, a
Princeton economist who has studied India closely.
While gains against malnourishment largely stalled
between 1999 and 2005, two earlier surveys showed
dropping calorie counts even as nourishment
indicators improved, he said.
That suggests “the real focus should be on
improving health, not just improving calorie counts,”
Deaton said in a May 21 interview.
Indian lifestyles have changed since the early
1970’s, he said. More people in rural areas own
bicycles, saving energy moving around and
transporting things. Farm machinery is more
widespread, cutting down on tilling and planting by
hand. Ailments like malaria and diarrhea are less
common as the supply of potable water improved.
“If you’re doing less manual labor, if your children
are falling sick less often, then you need fewer
Early Death Assured

Riddled With Graft
The government has expanded subsidy
programs, spending about $11 billion in 2011 –
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about 5 percent of the central government’s $231
billion budget – to buy and distribute food at
below-market prices to people officially
designated as poor.
More than 30 investigations by the National
Human Rights Commission, the Supreme Court
and anti-corruption agencies such as the Central
Bureau of Investigation have concluded that the
public distribution is riddled with graft. As much
as 40 percent of food purchased for the poor
doesn’t reach them, according to the UN’s
Standing Committee on Nutrition.
“Subsidies don’t reach the poor. Trickle-down
doesn’t reach the poor. Nothing reaches the poor,”
said Yogendra Alagh, an economist in Gujarat
state who first proposed in 1972 the calorie
guidelines that still govern food policy in India.
“In the past two or three decades, we’ve regressed
backwards into a country that can’t even
guarantee a poor, pregnant woman a glass of milk
so the next generation isn’t born stunted.”
At the same time, the number of rich is
swelling. Households with more than $1 million in
assets jumped 21 percent in the past year alone, a
May 31 Boston Consulting Group report shows.
Efforts to improve sanitation are struggling to
keep pace with a growing population and the
spread of urban slums.

Shabana Khan makes bread for her husband and four children at
their rented home in the Dharavi slum area of Mumbai, India.
Photographer: Dhiraj Singh/Bloomberg

intake increases slightly, and the boys get some
protein. On Fridays, after visiting a nearby
mosque to pray, she makes a curry of eggs. Once a
year, to mark the end of the month of day-time
fasting called Ramadan, she buys some mutton.
“You should see how happy they are that day,”
she said. “They talk about it for weeks before, and
weeks after.”
Country Life

Fecal Matter

Nazia recalls when she first moved to Delhi she
thought, if nothing else, she and her children
would be eating more, if not better. Instead,
recounting the meals she was able to pull together
– with spinach from a small plot of land behind
her hut, carrots when they were in season, coarse
brown rice and yoghurt from the milk of a family
goat, Nazia realizes that for her family the escape
to Delhi has been a nutritional disaster.
A detailed description of her meals in the
country yields an intake of about 1,800 calories a
day, and far more nutrients – calcium, vitamin A
and protein – than her diet in Delhi.
“If you had told me in the village that I wouldn’t
get to eat any yoghurt in the city, I would have
called you a liar,” she said, during one of eight
interviews at the family’s home.

More than half of India’s population defecate
daily in fields, bushes, beaches and other open
spaces, according to a 2012 report by the World
Health Organization and Unicef. Diarrhea among
children younger than 5 years accounts for more
than 47 percent of the total health-related
economic impact of contaminated water and
untreated fecal matter, according to a 2010 report
by the World Bank’s Water and Sanitation
Program.
Nazia’s family must pay to use a communal
toilet. The queues are often so long, the stench so
overpowering, that the boys defecate in an open
sewer not far from the slum.
Every third night Nazia cooks dal, a curry of
lentils common across north India, their calorie
Early Death Assured
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Urban Costs
One theory argues that much of the increased
income from moving to cities is spent on expenses
forced upon slum-dwellers. Their children fall
sick more often from dirty water; they must pay
for transportation to work sites; they must pay
rent rather than live in huts they built themselves.
“These are the costs of participating in the
urban economy,” said Madhura Swaminathan, an
economist at Kolkata’s Indian Statistical Institute.
“Your increased income is canceled out by
increased expenditure. In the end, you have even
less left for food.”
That’s what happened to Mohamed Hafiz
Khan, 40, and his family of five. In 1992, they
moved to Mumbai, joining the economic refugees
who flock to the city at a rate of one person every
eight minutes. Most end up in slums, like the one
where Khan lives with his wife Shabana and their
four children.

A roadside vegetable vendor arranges brinjal in the Dharavi slum area
of Mumbai, India.
Photographer: Dhiraj Singh/Bloomberg

Richer, Hungrier
Instead, her move to New Delhi made her among
the country’s biggest losers in terms of calories. The
greatest drop in consumption, on average, is for
village dwellers who migrated to the cities in the past
30 years. They’ve seen their intake fall to about 2,000
calories a day from about 2,200 calories in a village in
the 1980s, National Sample Survey Office data show.
At the same time, Nazia’s income has doubled.
She remembers living on 20 to 30 rupees (40-50
cents) a day in the village, where she didn’t have to
pay rent. It’s a common trajectory, as traced out by
the nutrition data: Indians like Nazia have seen
measurable increases in income, with real GDP per
capita almost doubling to 48,734 rupees ($873) a
year in the past decade. And like Nazia, on average,
they now consume fewer calories and less
nourishing food.
These meals eat up almost a third of the 80 cents a
day Nazia earns from her work at a construction site
near the Old Delhi railway station. Nazia said she is
too weak to labor more than four hours at a stretch.
Because her children are young, they work only
around the house, sometimes helping neighbors with
chores in exchange for handfuls of uncooked rice.
The reasons behind the decline in urban calories
are unclear.
Early Death Assured

Kerosene Prices
Khan, who works as a tailor, spends almost $90
out of the $150 he makes each month on food and
kerosene for the family’s stove. In 1992, he paid
$6.40 a month from his $38 wage for their 12-foot
by 8-foot home in the Dharavi slum. This year,
rent is $36 a month. His children fall sick almost
twice a month, and the doctor’s fees add up. Their
diet deteriorated as the price of kerosene in the
slum’s black market soared.
While Singh’s government subsidizes the fuel,
the Khans said corrupt local officials are
siphoning off their allotment, forcing them to buy
on the black market. Benchmark Asian prices of
Kerosene in Singapore have risen fivefold in the
past decade.
The four children used to drink Complan or
Horlicks, enriched supplements their mother
would mix with milk. They no longer do. The
Khans used to eat rice, which used up more
kerosene to cook. They no longer do. They used to
eat as many rotis as they wanted to. Now they
share 12 because they can’t afford the kerosene
needed to roast them. They eat fruit maybe once
5
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Immune System
Both Rashid’s brothers survived malaria,
common in Delhi’s slums during the monsoons,
when rain water pools in potholes and open
sewers for the Anopheles mosquito to breed.
Rashid was weaker. Aslam, in an old picture taken
for an identity card when he was three, appears to
have rounded cheeks, and his arms were thicker
than Rashid’s, his mother said. That may have
been the result of two years when he lived with his
grandparents in the village. When Akbar was 3,
his father had been alive, and food was not that
scarce.
Staff at St. Stephen’s Hospital weighed Rashid
when his mother brought him in, shivering from
eight hours of malaria- induced fevers. He
weighed 12 kilos and his arms were “thin as
sticks,” said Gaurav, the doctor.
Malnourishment had left his immune system
too weak to fight the parasitic disease. He
struggled with the richer hospital food and wasn’t
able to properly absorb the chloroquine he was
given for the malaria. A saline drip helped his
condition a little, said Gaurav, who said he
recalled the night so vividly because Rashid was
the first child to die under his care. Gaurav gave
the listless toddler medicines to lower his
temperature, while mother Nazia tried to cool his
skin with dampened rags.
To boost Rashid’s energy, Gaurav tried a trick
that had worked with other children in his care: he
gave an orderly the equivalent of 50 cents to buy
ice cream.
“He ate three in three hours,” said Nazia.
On August 16, at about 3 a.m., Rashid died in
his sleep.
In the refrigerator under the night shift nurse’s
desk, surrounded by fresh syringes and
medicines, a fourth cup of vanilla ice cream sat
uneaten.

A man holds a container of kerosene while waiting to cross a road in
the Dharavi slum area of Mumbai, India. While Singh’s government
subsidizes the fuel, corrupt local officials siphon off allotments, forcing
families to buy on the open market, which tracks global prices.
Photographer: Dhiraj Singh/Bloomberg

every two weeks. The few vegetables the local
market provides are withered and old.
Fresh Food
Across India, the percentage of daily calorie
needs being met by fruit and vegetables dropped
between 1993 and 2010, according to the National
Sample Survey Office. Rural families get 1.8
percent of their energy from those foods, from 2
percent in 1993, the data show. For city-dwellers,
the share fell to 2.6 percent to 3.3 percent.
In the weeks before he died, Rashid tasted his
first ice cream. Older brother Akbar was given one
by a foreign tourist at the railway station, and he
ran back home before it could melt so he could
share it with Rashid.
“It was the sweetest thing I’ve ever had,” said
Akbar, describing how he and Rashid licked the
inside of the cardboard container, and then saved
it as a reminder.

Early Death Assured
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India Sees Children Dying as $2 Billion
Program Proves Defective
By Andrew MacAskill and Mehul Srivastava • Bloomberg News

December 19, 2012 – The three untended child-sized
graves, a few minutes’ walk from the village of
Paltupur, bear witness to what happened when the
trucks loaded with nutritional powder stopped
coming to this desolate corner of eastern India.
Great Value Foods Ltd.’s deliveries of the tasteless
yellow substance, funded by a $2 billion program for
India’s youngest and poorest, were cut off in August.
All 2-year-old Jialal’s mother had left to give her son
was boiled rice, the only food she could afford on a
yearly income of about $75.
As the days stretched into weeks, the boy kept
losing weight. His crying grew feeble. He ran fevers.
He’d fall as soon as his mother, Kalavati, let go of his
hand.
On Sept. 23, Jialal died, strapped to his mother’s
chest as she searched the countryside for help. He
wasn’t the first victim in the village, nor the last. On
Aug. 20, Archna died. She was two. On Oct. 2, Anjali
died. She was two.
In a neighboring village, graves also were dug for
Karishma, who died on Sept. 10 at the age of one. And
for Raj Kamal, who was two when he died on Oct. 4.
India’s only government program to nourish as
many as 160 million children under six has failed
those from Kaushambhi district in the state of Uttar
Pradesh, and tens of millions of others around the
country. The billions India budgets for feeding
children – 4.4 cents for each per day – have barely
dented one of the world’s highest rates of child
malnutrition.
Instead, the program has allowed a web of private
firms to take over distribution, in defiance of orders
from the Supreme Court of India. For almost a decade
the firms have delivered – or not delivered – a supply
of unpalatable powdered rations of dubious
nutritional value, according to interviews, court
documents and a confidential report showing one
state government has known about the theft and
corruption for more than a year.
India Sees Children Dying

Hafiz Khan, left, eats lunch along with his wife, middle bottom,
and four children in their rented home in the Dharavi slum area of
Photographer: Dhiraj Singh/Bloomberg
Mumbai, India.

Waving Shotgun
In Uttar Pradesh, those rations are produced in an
old flour mill about 45 kilometers (28 miles) from the
border with Nepal. There, paint peels off the walls,
sacks of food are stored in the open and a
mustachioed security guard waves a loaded shotgun
at a reporter to deny him entry. More than 1,000
kilometers to the west in Bhilkera, in Maharashtra
state, villager Ganesh Bilikamkale feeds powder
meant for the children to his cows because it is so bad
humans won’t eat it.
“It is an appalling situation that says so much
about the problems in our country,” said Gurcharan
Das, the former chief executive of the Indian unit of
Procter & Gamble Co. and the author of “India Grows
at Night” (2012), a book about government
shortcomings. “There is a moral failure here, but the
failure of governance has allowed it to happen.”
Looting Food
The dysfunction in India’s child food program,
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The Supreme Court has ordered the government of
India to fix issues with the food program three
times since 2004.
In response to questions, the prime minister’s
office provided details on how the government is
working to improve the program. An October 2012
plan calls for restructuring the ICDS over three
years, increasing focus on children under three.
Higher daily allowances for each child will boost
expenditures for the nutrition part of the program
to $7.8 billion from the central government over
the next five years. State governments usually
match that.
The restructuring document didn’t clarify
whether private firms should be banned from the
process, suggesting that various models, including
self-help groups or centralized kitchens, be
considered, in addition to “bona fide
manufacturers.”

Shanti Devi poses for a photo with her malnourished child, 13month-old Mohit, at her hut in Paltupur village in Kaushambi district, Uttar Pradesh, India.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

called Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS),
is just one example of how malnutrition ravages the
country. More than three-quarters of the 1.2 billion
population eats less than the minimum targets set by
the government. The ratio has risen from about twothirds in 1983.
Corrupt politicians and their criminal syndicates
have looted as much as $14.5 billion in food intended
for public distribution to families in Uttar Pradesh
alone. Food Minister K.V. Thomas cut short an
interview and asked a Bloomberg reporter to leave
when asked about corruption in the nutritiondistribution system.
When it comes to the children’s program, the
national government and six state governments have
failed to act even after repeated warnings that the
relief food was failing to arrive or was substandard. A
government-commissioned study said in 2011 that
about 60 percent of the food meant for children was
being siphoned off along the supply chain.

Implementation Issues
The program has been “well-conceived,” the
plan said. “The real problem lies in its
implementation, which arises out of inadequate
funding, lack of convergence, accountability of
those managing and implementing the
programme.”
“If these inadequacies are addressed
appropriately, the scheme has the potential to give
satisfactory nutritional and child-development
outcomes.”
One of the few government bodies to have had
any success improving the system is a special
agency created by the Supreme Court. For 10 years
it has struggled to ban private firms from the
feeding program.
The court push is part of a tradition of activism
at India’s highest judicial body. Last year it ordered
companies to stop mining in areas of mineral-rich
Karnataka state to protect the environment, and
earlier this year it scrapped phone licenses that
were allegedly rigged to favor certain companies.
By encouraging public-interest litigation, similar to
class- action lawsuits in the U.S., the court has
helped empower marginalized Indians to claim
their rights, including to government information.

Three Orders
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh was told of
defects in the program in a 2007 letter from a
Supreme Court investigator and in a 2009 meeting
with commissioners to the court, according to two
people present who asked not to be identified
because they weren’t authorized to speak publicly.
India Sees Children Dying
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Orders Ignored
While the court’s commissioners on the Right to
Food Campaign helped provide evidence that led to
the bust of criminal syndicates in the state of
Karnataka, the three orders from the court over five
years against hiring private contractors have been
ignored in Indian states including Uttar Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Gujarat, Haryana, Rajasthan and
Meghalaya.
“It speaks volumes about the nature of
administration in India that court orders are
blatantly violated,” said Raj Kumar, a law professor
and vice chancellor of O.P. Jindal Global University
in Haryana. Until India delivers on the promise of
economic justice made in the constitution, “our
democracy will have little meaning for the vast
number of people who are living on the margins.”
India has the highest percentage of
malnourished children in the world except for East
Timor, according to the 2012 annual Global
Hunger Index. The report said 43.5 percent of
Indian children are underweight. It is compiled by
a group of non- governmental organizations
including the Washington-based International
Food Policy Research Institute.

A worker cooks "khichri", a hot meal of rice and lentils, at the
Anganwadi center run by Integrated Child Development Services
in the village of Semahado, Maharashtra, India.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

brother last month.
In Maharashtra, private companies have
exploited a loophole, intended to increase the
participation of women’s groups, to take over
feeding contracts for the entire state.
No Vitamins

Faked Paperwork

The food in both states failed to meet all but one
of the government’s prescribed nutritional
standards, samples of the powder tested by the
Supreme Court commissioner’s office found,
according to court records. In Uttar Pradesh, one of
the two samples had no vitamins, the other had no
iron. In Maharashtra, none of the packets
contained any vitamin A or C. All the packets tested
were between 15 percent and 35 percent short of
the required calorie content.
The Maharashtra government was made aware
of the program’s shortcomings in late 2011, when
an investigation carried out by the Maharashtra
State Commission for Protection of Child Rights
found an “unholy nexus” between business and
government. There were wide discrepancies in how
much food the providers said they were distributing
and how much the children were receiving,
according to a copy of the confidential report made
available to Bloomberg News.

About $540 million of food meant for children
was stolen or registered as delivered via faked
paperwork in 2009, according to a 2011 internal
review of the program by the New Delhi-based
National Council of Applied Economic Research
(NCAER). In Uttar Pradesh state, so much was
siphoned off that each severely malnourished child
received food worth less than a penny a day.
In both Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra, India’s
most populous states, most of the money has gone
to private firms.
Great Value Foods has held the largest ICDS
contract in Uttar Pradesh for the past seven years,
according to a program document obtained under
India’s Right to Information Act. The biggest stake
in Great Value Foods was owned by a company
belonging to a liquor baron named Gurdeep Singh
Chadha – until he was shot and killed by his
India Sees Children Dying
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Gurdeep Singh Chadha, the late liquor magnate
whose company was involved in the Uttar Pradesh
contract, she said she hadn’t known that.
Tirath’s deputy, joint secretary Shree Ranjan, said
that viewing the ICDS only as a feeding program
distorts its achievements, which include high rates of
immunization for children, education of mothers in
how to take care of their children and encouragement
for school enrollment.
Ranjan also said the ministry rejects the NCAER’s
findings that 60 percent of the food for children is
siphoned off. The report’s sample size was too small
and its methods were flawed, he said.
When first implemented in 1975, the ICDS was
intended to give poor children a daily nutritious meal
on the premises of their schools. They would be
overseen by a trained supervisor who watched their
weight, provided their mothers with nutrition advice
and watched for especially needy cases, program
documents from the period said.

In Uttar Pradesh, Great Value Foods, whic failed to deliver the
powder to Jialal’s village, has held the largest ICDS contrac for
the past seven years.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

Cow Refusal

The food being produced was inedible – and even
cows appeared to refuse to eat it, the report said. The
Supreme Court’s orders on banning contractors from
the tender process were being violated, and a full
investigation should be carried out by the state
government, the report concluded.
Maharashtra Chief Secretary J. K. Banthia wasn’t
available to comment because of a busy schedule, a
person who answered the phone in his Nagpur offices
said. His public-relations officer, Ajay Jadhav, said by
phone he couldn’t comment.
Nationally, the ICDS program is under the
auspices of the Ministry of Women and Child
Development in New Delhi. In a Dec. 13 interview,
Minister Krishna Tirath said private contractors
weren’t involved in the program.
In almost every state, the program is working “very
nicely, properly,” Tirath said in her office, estimating
that at least 90 percent to 95 percent of the food is
delivered. “There are no contractors now, contractors
are not there.”

Nutrition Powder
Until the early 1990s, the program worked as
planned, although it hadn’t spread to include all of
India’s children, according to a World Bank review
done in 2001. By the mid-1990s, though, private
contractors were beginning to get state contracts to
provide food. They provided nutritional powder or
biscuits, not meals.
The first of a series of lawsuits challenging the
Indian government’s delivery of food to its people
came in 2001, when an advocacy group, the People’s
Union for Civil Liberties, sued. In 2004, 2006 and
2009, the Supreme Court responded by banning
private contractors from participating in the ICDS
food program.
Uttar Pradesh has entrusted Great Value Foods to
provide nutrition for the state’s children since 2005.
The company holds two contracts with the state
government under the ICDS program, according to a
January 2011 ratings report by India’s credit rating
agency, ICRA Ltd. The company was to provide 7,200
tons monthly of enriched food for adolescent girls and
pregnant mothers and 6,400 metric tons monthly of
weaning food, which is given to children under the
age of three.

Immunization Success
When questioned about the failure of food to arrive
in Kaushambi, she blamed it on “one or two” ICDS
workers. This isn’t a “true” picture, she said. As for
India Sees Children Dying
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the way that politics is done in U.P. and all over
India.”
Chadha’s other brother, Rajinder Singh Chadha,
succeeded him as head of Wave Group, formerly
Chadha Group, which owns the Great Value Foods
stake.
Great Value Foods has a factory about 11 hours’
drive from Kaushambhi, the district where the
toddlers died. In early December, the factory, which
sports the Great Value Foods name in foot-high blue
letters on a wall and the entrance, could be seen to
have a storage unit and a production facility inside a
walled compound about 300 meters by 100 meters.
Barred Gate

Packets of nutrition powder funded by a $3 billion program for
India’s youngest and poorest.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

No management officials were available to meet
with visitors, said a man with a holstered revolver
who gave his name as Ramesh Bali. He had been
summoned by the security guard with the shotgun.
Behind the barred gate, about 800 50-kilogram (110pound) sacks of grain were stored in the open.
In February 2011, an investigator for the National
Human Rights Commission was granted entry to the
factory during a surprise inspection. The investigator,
whose name wasn’t released in his final investigative
report, didn’t mince words as he noted that at the
factory that day there weren’t enough grains to meet
daily production targets.
“There is an apology of a laboratory which only
checks moisture content,” he wrote. “It has none of
the cleanliness and attention to hygiene that one
would expect in such a factory. The factory is
supposed to be regularly inspected, but the supplier
has too much clout for officers to want to meddle with
him. On the whole, a most unusual place in which to
produce what six-month-olds will be consuming.”
The human rights commission investigation found
through a chemical analysis that the powdered food
being given to the children didn’t contain the
ingredients required by the government in its initial
contract.

Brotherly Shootout
Based in New Delhi, Great Value Foods was
described in a 2009 credit-agency document as being
almost 60 percent owned by a group of companies
called Chadha Group, now named Wave Group.
Chadha, known as Ponty Chadha, was killed in a
15-minute gun battle at one of his luxury farmhouse
residences near New Delhi by his brother over a
property dispute on Nov. 17. The brother was then
shot dead by Chadha’s security guards, the New Delhi
police said in a statement.
Chadha traveled with armed guards and courted
political leaders across party lines. In 2009, he
received a state monopoly on liquor deals, Uttar
Pradesh Excise Commissioner Mahesh Kumar Gupta
said in a Dec. 14 phone interview. Chadha also bought
sugar mills from the Uttar Pradesh government at
half of market prices, according to a 2012 audit by the
Comptroller and Auditor General of India.
‘Questionable Reputation

’
“It is obvious that the contract was not given for
benevolent reasons, why would you give it to a
businessman with such a questionable reputation?”
said Jagdeep Chhokar, a former professor at the
Indian Institute of Management in Ahmedabad and
the Association for Democratic Reforms, which has
campaigned for better governance since 1999. “This is
India Sees Children Dying

Weaning Food
Children between six months and three years were
supposed to get 125 grams daily of a micronutrient5
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at the front and back. In the basement, filing cabinets
sat behind a meshed fence as 10 to 15 people worked.
A man who said his name was Bidesh Gupta
confirmed the building was an office of Great Value
Foods and asked a Bloomberg News reporter who
visited his office on Dec. 17 to return the next day.
When two reporters did so he wasn’t there.
Shree Sadakanth, the director of the Uttar Pradesh
Women and Child Development Ministry, which runs
the program at the state level, declined a request for
an interview. His deputy, Brij Mohan, initially agreed
to an interview with Bloomberg News, but didn’t
allow reporters into his office after they had provided
a list of questions at his request.
Mud Huts

Children eat a meal of lentils for breakfast at the Anganwadi center run by Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) in the
village of Semahado, Maharashtra, India.

The chief coordinator for the Uttar Pradesh ICDS,
Shambhu Nath, said he was too busy to meet with
reporters, and didn’t answer a set of questions that
were faxed to him. Sadakanth and Nath didn’t return
phone calls on Dec. 14.
The district of Kaushambhi, where Great Value
Foods holds the ICDS contract, is two hours’ drive
down a bumpy road from the holy city of Allahabad.
The villages here are clusters of small, mud huts.
Open sewers run alongside the road, and the smell of
feces is thick. Villagers defecate in the fields, and their
animals – cows, pigs and goats – defecate
everywhere.
In Jialal’s village, none of the dozen mothers
interviewed had heard of Great Value Foods. Jialal’s
mother, Kalavati, can’t read, and has never traveled
more than two hours’ drive from the nearby village
that she was born in.
In late July, Jialal had weighed about 6.8
kilograms, about half the weight of a healthy baby of
that age, according to a field survey carried out by a
local nonprofit group that was looking for signs of
malnourishment in Kaushambhi. Jialal, and the four
other children who died in the months after the
powder deliveries stopped, all weighed too little for
their age, according to data the group collected.
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fortified weaning food that had at least 500 calories
and 16 grams of protein. The proportions to achieve
that, listed in the document released by the Uttar
Pradesh government: 34 percent wheat, 18 percent
soya powder, 5 percent corn flour, 12 percent rice, 25
percent sugar, 5 percent oil and 1 percent of
additional vitamins and minerals.
Bloomberg News e-mailed Barbora Delinic,
spokeswoman for the Wave Group. A person
representing Perfect Relations, a New Delhi-based
public relations company, who asked not to be named
because she wasn’t a spokeswoman for the company,
said Dec. 14 that she would speak with Wave Group
officials to provide comment. On Dec. 17, the person
said Wave Group doesn’t own Great Value foods, and
thus couldn’t provide comment.
An undated company description on a Wave
Group website says it has a “partnership” with Great
Value Foods and the credit agency put Great Value
Foods on rating watch because of “the demise of the
promoter of the group Mr Gurdeep Singh Chadha.”
Apartment Building
While Great Value Foods doesn’t have a listed
phone number or website, a freedom of information
act request showed it is headquartered in an upscale
residential area of south Delhi. The building is a fourstory apartment building with balconies on each level
India Sees Children Dying

Sick Baby
While supplies had been erratic all year, deliveries
6
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other than a rusted blood pressure monitor.
The clinic is run by Suresh Kumar, whom the
villagers call doctor. He isn’t. He has a degree in
biomedical engineering from the University of
Lucknow, a sign in English says on the back of a
door. When asked about his degree, Kumar said the
sign was mistaken, and that his degree was from a
local institute that lost its accreditation.
The clinic is the only medical facility near the
village – a government-run hospital is 17
kilometers away.
“The child was very weak, almost dead,” he said
of Jialal, sitting straight in his chair and fiddling
with the blood pressure monitor. “This is a very
small clinic. We don’t do much here other than
diagnose coughs and colds. So I told her to take him
to the hospital in Allahabad.”

Kalavati Devi cleans rice in Paltupur village in Kaushambi district,
Uttar Pradesh, India.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

Two Pigs

stopped entirely in August, ICDS central block
development project officer Saritha Rai said at her
office Dec. 7. Her superior, district project officer
Santosh Srivastava, confirmed the three-month
stoppage in a phone interview on Dec. 17.
Kalavati wasn’t counting. What she did know back
in September was that her child was sick. Her
husband was away in a nearby village looking for
work the night Jialal was running a fever whose origin
she couldn’t determine.
On the evening of Sept. 23, she picked up her child
and went to seek help. She walked two kilometers
through the wheat fields, then across a small bridge
over a river. Jialal, his breath shallow and his brow
hot, was wrapped in a cloth against her chest. By the
time Kalavati reached the small clinic, the skies were
growing dark. She had walked just over five
kilometers.

Kalavati remembers Kumar examining Jialal.
“He said to me that I should bring all my money,
as much as I can, two or three thousand rupees ($35$55) and take him to the city,” said Kalavati, weeping
in the small courtyard of her mud hut. Two pigs – the
family’s sole source of income – ate chaff near the
entrance. Last year, she and her husband earned no
more than $75 raising pigs, she said. Her life savings
of about $73 had been spent the previous January
when her three- year-old daughter fell sick.
And so, she picked up her son, wrapped the cloth
that held him to her and started the walk back to her
village.
“Suddenly,” she said, “he felt lighter.”
Jialal was dead.
Hindu Grave

No Doctor

Before the sun came up on Sept. 24, the boy’s body
was wrapped in cloth and lowered into a grave under
a tree in the field near Kalavati’s home, according to
Rehaan, a worker at the nonprofit group who
attended the prayer ceremonies. Hindus bury, rather
than cremate, small children. Their souls are believed
to be sinless, and don’t need the purifying funeral
pyre to start the cycle of reincarnation.
“The job of the ICDS is to keep these children

The rudimentary clinic has a temple to
Hanuman, a Hindu monkey god, in the front yard
and six cots in the back. In the small examining
room during a reporter’s visit Dec. 7, a bare bulb
shone on cigarette butts and red stains from betel
nut that people have spat out. Empty bags of saline
drip dangled from metal hooks above the bed, the
only visible medical equipment in the entire clinic
India Sees Children Dying
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healthy and it failed completely,” said Parvez Rizvi,
secretary of the nonprofit, Doaba Vikas Evam Utthan
Samiti Ltd., which carried out the survey of the
children’s weights and mortality. “If the program was
working, if the food was reaching the children, would
these babies have died? No.”
Not only has the child-food program failed to
deliver food for Jialal and tens of millions like him,
across large swathes of India the program doesn’t
function at all. Only 79 million of the nation’s 160
million children are officially enrolled, according to
figures from the Ministry of Women and Child
Development.
Daily Deaths

Rita Tiparde, an anganwadi worker, stands with food rations at
the anganwadi center run by Integrated Child Development
Services in the village of Semahado, Maharashtra, India.

The poor northern states, including Uttar
Pradesh, that account for nearly half of India’s
population and suffer from the highest rates of child
malnutrition have the lowest levels of funding,
according to data compiled by Bloomberg from
government reports.
One in every three malnourished children lives in
India and about 50 percent of all childhood deaths are
attributed to malnutrition, according to Unicef. In
2011, 1.7 million children under the age of five died in
India, about 5,000 a day.
Of those 5,000, at least half die of malnutritionrelated causes often associated with infectious
diseases, according to Child in Need India, a Londonbased charity. Another 11 percent die from diarrhea,
which further weakens children as their body is
unable to absorb nutrition.
In only a few places in India does the feeding
program provide hot meals. In the Maharashtra
district of Melghat, children eat steaming rice and dal
in a feeding center in the village of Semahado. Before
a 2011 state court order, they were fed daily fistfuls of
nutritional powder.
For many of the 40 children, this is the only time
they will get any vegetables. It’s one of their two meals
a day.

Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

program helps her stretch the family’s $18.40 budget
through the month.
The children have no toys and they live in a onebedroom hut without any beds and a leaky roof. On
the wall hangs a picture of Lakshmi, the Hindu god of
wealth.
“If the program closed, our children may have to
go without food,” said Dhinkal.
Vandana Prasad, a doctor who is a member of the
National Commission for the Protection of Child
Rights, said it is one of the better programs in India.
“The court case has made a big difference,” said
Prasad, who visited the program in Melghat last
month. “With proper supervision it shows you how
the program can be run.”
That feeding program is now being tested in the
Supreme Court, where private contractors are
challenging the Melghat state-court decision. The
lawsuit may help decide whether India will continue
to use private firms to feed children the pre- cooked
mixtures, or whether government distribution
channels will provide them with hot meals cooked in
local centers.
Political Connections

Budget-Stretching

A Bloomberg News review of thousands of
documents shows how politically connected families
in Maharashtra repeatedly violated the Supreme

Aethi Sanjil Dhinkal, 22, who has three daughters
and earns money collecting firewood, says the
India Sees Children Dying
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Court’s 2004 order that private contractors be
excluded from ICDS contracts.
The loophole comes through a state government
decision to encourage women-run organizations. A
change to the definition of women-run in 2009 for
purposes of the children’s program allowed any
private firm that has female leadership to bid. That
year 100 percent of the state contracts to feed children
take-home rations were won by three such
organizations.

documents.
The discrepancies in how the three firms carried
out the contracts caught the attention of the
Maharashtra Co-Operative Department, which
investigated one of the companies. In the 13- page
confidential report filed with the Supreme Court, it
listed violations including transgressions of financial
record-keeping, not keeping inventories of food and
hoarding profits.
“Despite seven years having passed since the
Supreme Court banning contractors from the ICDS
program, this politician- bureaucrat-contractor nexus
has managed to violate the orders of this court with
impunity,” Biraj Patnaik, a principal adviser to the
Supreme Court’s right-to-food campaign, wrote to the
court. “That this system continues shows the level of
influence that private contractors have on the levers
of power in the state.”

Husband Power
After the contracts were awarded, the boards of
each of those organizations became dominated by
the wives and other female relatives of politically
connected Maharashtra men, according to
documents filed in the case.
Six of the 13 women directors of one of the
companies, Venkateshwara Mahila Audyogik
Utpadak Sahakari Sanstha Ltd., were members of
two families, according to voter records filed with
the case.
Satish Munde, the husband of one of the
directors, is the cousin of Gopinath Munde, a
political leader at the state level with the Bharatiya
Janata Party, according to a news report by Indian
website rediff.com. Gopinath Munde was a
member of the Maharashtra state legislature from
1990 to 2009.
Munde, in a short phone conversation, denied
Satish was his cousin and said he was a friend.
Venkateshwara subcontracted the work out to
two companies, one of which lists Munde as its
managing director, and another that is owned by
the husband of another committee member,
according to documents in the case. Under the
Supreme Court’s orders, these companies wouldn’t
have been allowed to win the contract, according to
arguments by the Supreme Court’s commissioner’s
office.

Swollen Bellies
Venkateshwara holds the contract to supply food
to the villages of Bhilkera, two hours’ drive from
Melghat. Unlike the children of Melghat, Bhilkera’s
toddlers get powdered rations.
The powder is so bad, villagers say, that it isn’t
given to the children because they get stomach
cramps and diarrhea. The results are visible: swollen
bellies and ribs that can be counted.
By the village entrance, next to a shrine to Lord
Shiva, the Hindu deity of destruction, Ganesh
Bilikamkale is feeding the powder to his cattle. As the
brown cows lick the powder, stick-thin children play
nearby.
Bilikamkale, who says he receives about 20
kilograms of the food a month for free from the ICDS
center, says it is better not to waste it.
“The cows love it but then they will eat anything,”
said Bilikamkale. “No human should be made to eat
this stuff, particularly not children.”
Back in the cluster of villages where Jialal lived,
1,200 kilometers away, the rations Great Value Foods
has restarted delivering for 10,092 children sit behind
a padlocked door. The trucks brought 524 50kilogram sacks of weaning food, meant to last a
month. But there were no morning snacks or
enriched food.

Confidential Investigation
The two other women-led firms that won
Maharashtra state contracts entered into similar
subcontracting agreements, according to court
India Sees Children Dying
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Insufficient Supply

month-old Mohit cries against his mother’s chest. He
weighs just over five kilograms, about half what a
child his age should. His head is too heavy for his
neck; his legs are too thin for him to crawl.
“He needs help now, some food, anything,” said his
mother, Shanti Devi, wrapping Mohit up in a
borrowed sweater and a woolen hat against a cold
breeze. “And soon.”

Total supply should have been almost 2 1/2 times
larger, said Saritha Rai, the child-development
project officer of that block of villages.
In her village, Jialal’s mother holds out the small
bowl of uncooked rice that she will boil over firewood
to feed her two remaining children and crippled
husband. She had also borrowed money from a
neighbor to buy a few potatoes and an onion.
A few houses down, not far from the unmarked
patch of earth where the toddlers are buried, 13-

India Sees Children Dying
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India Minister Denies Theft Rampant
in $14 Billion Food Program

By Andrew MacAskill and Mehul Srivastava • Bloomberg News
October 22, 2012 – India’s system of distributing food
to the poor isn’t corrupt, according to Food Minister
K.V. Thomas, who rejected findings by the World
Bank, Supreme Court and news investigations that
rampant theft is depriving as many as 160 million
families of nourishment.
About 5 percent to 10 percent of the food meant
for the poor is lost, and that is due to
mismanagement, Thomas said in an interview at
his office in New Delhi. The World Bank pegged the
figure at 58 percent, in a 2011 report based on
government data, and blamed it on graft and
wastage. A Supreme Court fact- finding
commission declared in the past year that the
distribution system in major states had failed in its
mission.
“I am not concerned about the World Bank,”
said Thomas. There is “some kind of
mismanagement there, I do agree with that, but not
to the extent of an alarming stage,” the minister
said, growing visibly angry at questions on
corruption before abruptly ending the half-hour
interview. “I don’t agree with the word corruption.”
The government will spend a record $14 billion
this fiscal year on wheat, rice and other food,
adding to an 82 million ton stockpile in a country
where half the children and one in five adults are
malnourished. While some rots in inadequate
storage facilities, still more is siphoned off by
corrupt politicians and their criminal gangs, data
compiled by Bloomberg in August showed. As
much as $14.5 billion of food meant for the poor
was looted over a decade in the state of Uttar
Pradesh alone.

Children hold bowls of sprouts outside their home in the Dharavi
slum area of Mumbai, India. The government will spend a record
$14 billion this fiscal year on wheat, rice and other food, adding
to an 82 million ton stockpile in a country where half the children
and one in five adults are malnourished.
Photographer: Dhiraj Singh/Bloomberg

Court who monitors hunger- based programs
across the country. “I think he is very badly
misinformed. This is a very worrying sign.”
Sitting behind a large, wooden desk in his office
overlooking the Rajpath, the ceremonial avenue
running between the presidential palace and the
memorial arch called India Gate, Thomas grew
increasingly agitated at questions about the failings in
the system he has overseen for the past two years.
Thomas said it wasn’t his responsibility to probe
individual cases of corruption and it was down to
the state government to ensure the food reaches the
poor and the national government only delivers
grain from warehouses.
“I don’t depend on news stories,” he said in the
Oct. 17 interview.
When asked whether he was surprised by the
level of corruption in the distribution system and
whether he felt frustrated by his inability to combat
it, Thomas asked to change the topic. “Let us forget
about this and leave this subject,” he said.

‘Shocking’
“It is shocking that someone in his position is not
willing to accept the scale of the problem,” said
Naresh Saxena, a commissioner of the Supreme
India Minister Denies
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2000s was diverted or disappeared in the
distribution channels set up by the government. A
further 22 percent was sold to people with fake
ration cards, who did not qualify for the subsidy.
Using another method, comparing the amount
of rice and wheat given to each state to distribute
with the amount citizens reported buying from
ration stores, only 41 percent of the food meant for
the poor was consumed by them in 2005.
While there were wide variations across states,
the World Bank had noticed some improvement
over time, according to an e- mailed statement
from New Delhi-based lead economist John
Blomquist.
“Nonetheless, overall, the leakage rates remain
relatively high for India as a whole,” said
Blomquist.

A pedestrian walks past a closed fair price shop in Gomti Nagar,
Lucknow in Uttar Pradesh, India.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

Food Corporation

‘Gigantic Proportion’

India has run the world’s largest public food
distribution system for the poor since the failure of
two successive monsoons led to the creation of the
Food Corporation of India in 1965. As the country
moved from a precarious existence depending on
monsoon rains and overseas aid to one of surplus
and exporter- status today, it has largely failed to
dent some of the world’s worst malnourishment
statistics.
The Planning Commission, a governmental body
that assesses the country’s resources in the struggle
to improve living conditions, asked the World Bank
in 2005 to survey India’s social security safety nets.
The commission had already found that 36 percent
of subsidized grains were “siphoned off the supply
chain.” In fiscal 2004, $791 million worth of food,
out of $1.4 billion set aside for 16 states, didn’t
reach the poor.

A continuing examination of the public
distribution system ordered by the Supreme Court
and headed by Justice D. P. Wadhwa has examined
22 Indian states. The system had “fallen into a
shambles” with large-scale diversion onto the black
market, Wadhwa declared. The number of forged
ration cards in Andhra Pradesh led to “a fraud of
gigantic proportion.”
The food minister “is detached from reality,” said
Mohan Guruswamy, chairman of the Centre for
Policy Alternatives in New Delhi, who has written
about changes needed for the public distribution
system. “He should own up to the problem and say he
is going to do something to rectify it. ”
India’s Cabinet this month approved a $745
million program to computerize public distribution of
food. The system will be modeled on pilot programs
in states like Chattisgarh and Kerala that have
introduced photo-identity cards, said Thomas.

Fake Cards

‘Ask the Experts’

The World Bank used data from the commission
and the National Sample Survey Organization, a
branch of the Statistics Ministry. Among the
findings of the bank’s report, only published last
year, was that as much as 36 percent of the food
meant for those below the poverty line in the early
India Minister Denies

The first phase, already under way, allows grain
shipments to be tracked from central government
warehouses to state godowns, and then onward to
the approximately 400,000 Fair Price Shops where
citizens purchase their subsidized quotas. This
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minister, Raghuraj Pratap Singh, who stands
charged with attempted murder, kidnapping,
armed robbery and electoral fraud.
“We have a democratic system in the country, we
have state governments and state governments
may be run by different parties, but I cannot go into
all those things,” Thomas said. “This is a federal
structure. We have to respect the state
governments. We can only suggest, we cannot
impose.”
In Uttar Pradesh, home to the largest number of
poor and malnourished people in India, as much as
100 percent of the food in several districts was
looted, according to the Central Bureau of
Investigation. One politician, O.P. Gupta, the local
legislative representative from the district of
Sitapur, was indicted for the theft. He died in April
and his son says he was innocent. A whistleblower,
Rajeev Yadav, told Bloomberg News that Singh
received as much as $200,000 a week as his cut
from the scam. Singh has not been charged over the
food theft and has denied any wrongdoing.

A day laborer walks past piles of covered grains and trucks laden
with grains at an open storage area of the Uttar Pradesh state
warehouse in Mishrikh in Uttar Pradesh, India.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

process is a year behind schedule, said Thomas,
who expects it to be completed by 2013.
In a second phase, the shops themselves will be
given computerized systems, where photo-identity
cards issued under a separate biometric I.D.
program run by the government will be used to
monitor rationing to individuals. This process
could be further delayed if the identity-card push
does not complete the process of registering the
entire population, said Thomas.
When asked about the benefits computerization
would bring, he said: “Go talk to some experts.”
Thomas, 66, who is a professor in chemistry and
ran the department at Sacred Heart College in the
southern state of Kerala for two decades, declined
to comment on specific measures he had taken to
improve the distribution system or assess his
performance since taking over the ministry. “I am
not going to make an assessment of that,” Thomas
said. “We are doing it better, things have
improved.”

Corruption Perception
Seventy-four percent of Indians believe that the
country has grown more corrupt, and only a
quarter feel that the government of Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh has been effective in fighting
graft, according to Transparency International’s
2010 Global Corruption Barometer. Indians
consider political parties to be the most corrupt
institutions in the country, the report said.
“I compliment our system, because with such a
huge population and different terrains we are able
to distribute the food grains satisfactorily,” Thomas
said.
After
being
asked
about
how
the
computerization of the distribution system would
help reduce corruption, Thomas tossed his papers
down on the desk, picked up his phone and called
an assistant to escort the British-born Bloomberg
News reporter from the office.
“If you put questions like this” then the interview
has to end, Thomas said. “I wish you would not put
it like this. Sorry, we should stop with this now.”
Foreign journalists have an agenda to portray

Satisfied
Thomas also said he was satisfied with the
system of leaving it up to individual states to
distribute food, while his ministry oversees
procurement. In Uttar Pradesh, that means
Thomas’s ministry works with the state food
India Minister Denies
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A day laborer moves a sack of rice at the Uttar Pradesh state
warehouse in Mishrikh in Uttar Pradesh, India.
Photographer: Sanjit Das/Bloomberg

India in a negative light, he said.
“You should not paint India as a corrupt
country,” Thomas said, jabbing his fingers as his
assistant ushered the reporter from the room. “We
are the largest democracy in the world and doing a lot
better than Western nations.”
–Editors: Ben Richardson, Peter Hirschberg
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